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Frequent calibration is increasingly important for data
consistency and cross-platform harmonization
EO Spacecraft

§ Use of EO data has rapidly increased,
but there are important challenges in
its accuracy and reliable use.

Calibration
sites

UAV

§ Sensor calibration is the process of
quantitatively determining an
instrument’s response to known
controlled signal inputs.

§ Calibration is important for new
systems with several sensors or multiplatform systems that combine spacebased and air-based observation
platforms.

Applications
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Sensor calibration is needed to reduce uncertainties due to
degradation and environmental variations
§ Sensors – in space and air borne
systems - degrade in performance
during operations

§ The degradation results from changes
in electronics, UV exposure, and other
processes.

§ Environmental conditions also impact
radiance received at sensor detectors

It is important to frequently calibrate operating sensor systems
(in spacecraft and aircraft) to reduce measurement uncertainties
Figure Source: https://www.usgs.gov/land-resources/nli/landsat/landsat-8-oli-and-tirs-calibration-notices
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No common systems or standards currently in place for calibrating
small spacecraft - intercalibration is used in some cases
There are inherent limitations to intercalibrations with larger spacecraft:
§ Consistency of spectral bands, spatial collocation, and consistency of viewing
geometry is required.

§ For an image taken by two different instruments on the same day within a short time
interval at nadir view, the radiance at the instruments can be different due to:
–
–
–

changes in the solar illumination angle,
changes in the atmosphere between the time the two measurements are taken,
and due to the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) of the
target.

§ Utility of independent, on-ground vicarious calibration systems is useful to assess for
small spacecraft missions.
A new method to evaluate the impact of globally dispersed vicarious calibration
systems on the value of small satellite missions is developed
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I. Quantifying Architecture Value
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Architecture Value Proposition for Earth Observing
Systems for Science Missions

The value delivered by a specific system
architecture is directly related to the
useful scientific data provided by the
system for the regions of interest over its
lifecycle.
Total scientific data returned
serves as a proxy for architecture value.

Siddiqi, A., Magliarditi, E., and de Weck, O. L., “Valuing New Earth Observation Missions for System Architecture Trade Studies””
IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium, (2019)
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Data acquired is quantified for each target region and
adjusted for data quality
Inverse of
Coefficient of
Variation
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§

!"# $ - Amount of data collected over the ith “analysis window” by the jth satellite

§

%"# $ - Mean instrument quality metric over the ith “analysis window” by the jth satellite

§

&"# $ - Standard deviation of the instrument quality metric over the ith “analysis window” by the jth satellite

§

'# - Number of “analysis windows” observed by the jth satellite

§
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§

S – number of satellites in the architecture

Siddiqi, A., Magliarditi, E., and de Weck, O. L., “Valuing New Earth Observation Missions for System Architecture Trade Studies””
IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium, (2019)
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Siddiqi, A., Magliarditi, E., and de Weck, O. L., “Valuing New Earth Observation Missions for System Architecture Trade Studies””
IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium, (2019)
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SNR – a quality metric for optical sensors – is based on key mission
orbit and instrument variables

Instrument Specific Variables

Orbit Based Variables

§

Quantum Efficiency

§

Position of Satellite

§

Number of Electrons at the Detector

§

Position of target POI

§

Target Black Body Temperature

§

Range vector from POI to satellite

§

Operating Wavelength

§

§

Detector Width

Look-angle to target POI from satellite “derived”
position

§

Focal Length

§

Incidence angle at the target POI from satellite
“derived” position

§

Access Duration

§

Position vector of Sun

§

Vector form Sun to target POI

Siddiqi, A., Magliarditi, E., and de Weck, O. L., “Valuing New Earth Observation Missions for System Architecture Trade Studies””
IEEE International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium, (2019)
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Net Architecture Value
§ Using the widely used measure of Net Present Value for quantifying monetary value
of service providing system, an analogous measure is developed for an EO system:
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Costk is monetary cost incurred in period k
M is a monetizing parameter in dollars per bits
r is a discount ratio, and n is the total number of time periods
Siddiqi, A., Baber, S., de Weck, O. L., Durell, C., Russell, B., and Holt, J., “Integrating Globally Dispersed Calibration in Small Satellites Mission
Value”, (2020), 34th Annual Small Satellite Conference, SSC20-WKIV-07
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II. Quantifying Impact of Calibration
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Integrating data quality and calibration through adjustment of
value
§ The utility of the acquired data is directly related to its accuracy and quality (and
for some applications, its timeliness).
§ A sensor’s data has highest accuracy at the instant of its calibration, after which a
decline occurs over time until the sensor is recalibrated and its accuracy is
restored.
§ This temporal decline in accuracy (and thus in its utility or value) can be
represented with an additional ‘discounting factor’
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89 is an additional discount factor
associated with quality based on calibration
Siddiqi, A., Baber, S., de Weck, O. L., Durell, C., Russell, B., and Holt, J., “Integrating Globally Dispersed Calibration in Small Satellites Mission
Value”, (2020), 34th Annual Small Satellite Conference, SSC20-WKIV-07
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§ If a fully-calibrated EO sensor
initiates operations (with pre-launch
and post-launch calibration), then
value of r! at the initial time is zero.

sensor calibration will reduce e to zero

slope = a

§ With the passage of time, it
increases as data quality degrades
continuously until the sensor
undergoes a recalibration event.

re

t1
§ If calibration events occur at time
instances t1….ti… t n during
operations, then r! can be
represented as shown.

t2

ti-1 ti

t

Calibration events occur at times
t1.. t n during mission
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Siddiqi, A., Baber, S., de Weck, O. L., Durell, C., Russell, B., and Holt, J., “Integrating Globally Dispersed Calibration in Small Satellites Mission
Value”, (2020), 34th Annual Small Satellite Conference, SSC20-WKIV-07
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Application: CalVIN Framework

Analysis Framework

# of Cal Sites
Site Locations

Instrument calibration &
degradation model

Constellation
Spacecraft
Sensors

Cal Site Index

Orbits and
Coverage simulator

System
Value Model

System
Cost Model

System
Revenue Model

Lifecycle Cost [$]

Constellation
Spacecraft
Orbital Parameters

(Notional) Outputs
No. of Looks

Inputs

.

.... ...
...........
. .

Pareto
system

Measurement Uncertainty

solutions with different
calibration services

Siddiqi, A., Baber, S., de Weck, O. L., Durell, C., Russell, B., and Holt, J., “Integrating Globally Dispersed Calibration in Small Satellites Mission
Value”, (2020), 34th Annual Small Satellite Conference, SSC20-WKIV-07
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Adjusted EDA for a small satellite constellation

§

Cubesat constellation of 12 spacecraft
with passive imaging sensors

§

Identical spacecraft:
– mass: 5kg
–
–
–
–
–
–

altitude: 450 km
SSO
12-bit imager
d = 7.5 micro m
f = 1.14m
along track FOV = 1.97730

–
–

cross track FOV = 2.96620
QE = 0.5
-
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EDAadj is 2912.80 (TB) for a = 0,
2386.54 TB for a = 0.25%,
and to 1636.73 TB for a = 1%.
Siddiqi, A., Baber, S., de Weck, O. L., Durell, C., Russell, B., and Holt, J., “Integrating Globally Dispersed Calibration in Small Satellites Mission
Value”, (2020), 34th Annual Small Satellite Conference, SSC20-WKIV-07
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Quantifying impact of calibration with difference in constellation
EDA
§

Cubesat constellation of 4 spacecraft
with passive imaging sensors (same
specs as shown in previous case)

§

-90 day simulation

§

Terrestrial calibration sites to be
located below 66.5deg
Four sites, below 66.5° latitude were
identified to have the highest access
frequency (marked in red, blue, green and
yellow)
The site in black diamond was assumed to
be the calibration site. This site (located at
65.7303, -150.411 near Fairbanks, Alaska
Comparison between calibration and no
calibration cases shows, for a=0.25%,
adjusted EDA of ~1000 TB without
calibration and ~1600 TB with calibration,
i.e. a 60% increase in EDA if calibration is
performed.

Siddiqi, A., Baber, S., de Weck, O. L., Durell, C., Russell, B., and Holt, J., “Integrating Globally Dispersed Calibration in Small Satellites Mission
Value”, (2020), 34th Annual Small Satellite Conference, SSC20-WKIV-07
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